MIND/BRAIN I'DENTITY AND THE CARTE,SIAN FRAMEWORK

I p-ropose briefly to examine two arguments w'hich'in 'Scientific
Materialism, and the Identity Theory,, Norm,an Malcolm, deployed
againSit "the claim thatmental events or eonscious experiences or inner
experiences 'are brain processes." To appreeiate both the strength and
the limitations of these arguments is to see how far, and in what sense
of 'mind,' that theory should be seen as ide:ntifying mental events with
brain processes. I t will also suggest that to make the theory viable it
is necessary to abandon that very C,artesian frame:work within which
the modern psycho-physieal problem. first arose.
~
Malcolm's paper was originally read at the Sixtie!th Annual Meeting
of the American Philosophical Association, Eastern Division, in answer
toa contribution by J. J. C,. Smart, entitled simply 'Materialism'.' The
former was first published in Dialogue (Vol. 111, 1964), and the latter
in the Journal 01 Philosophy (Vol. LX, 1963). But my referenee to
both these papers are to their reprintings in C,. V. Borst'S o'ollection
The Mind/Brain Identity Theory (London and New York: Macmillan
and St. Martin's p'ress, 1970), a now widelyaccessible volum.e also
including all the othercontributiolliS to which I shall refer.

*

*

*

1. Maleolm:, as we have just seen, speaks first of "the claim, that
mental events or conscious experiences or inner experiences are brain
processes." But he proceeds at once to complain that "These expressions
are almost exclusively philosopher's terms, and I am, not sure that I
have got the hang of ainy of them." So he chooses to "c:oncentrate on
the particular example of sudden thoughts. Suddenly rem.emhering an
engagenlent would be an example. . . . Suddenly realizing, in a chess
ga,me, that moving this pawn would endanger one's queen, would ,be
another example of H sudden thought" (p. 171: italies: original).
M.aloolm's first response to "Smart's claim that a, sudden thought i8
striotly identic:al with some brain proc:esls" is this: "lt is clear that a
hrain process has spatial location"; but "as things are the bodily location of thoughts is: not ,a meaningful notion. . . . W Ci do say such a
thing as 'He can't get the thought out of his head'; but this is not
taken as giving the loc:ation ofa thought, any more than the remark
'He still has that girl on the brain' is taken as giving the location of a
girl" (p. 174: itmlics original) .
I can only, yet musrt, commend Malcolm's: further insistence upon
the irrelevance to the philosophic:al discussion of thoughts, or of anything else, of speculations that the future progress of science will induce
people to employ the word 'thought', or ,any other word, in some sense
quite different from any in which these wordsare used today. Such
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speculations have no more direct· relevance to the quesltion whether
pain, in the present English sense of 'pain', is a brain process than does
the unspeeulative, dull, present fact that already all F'rancophones use
that particular fouT-letter ward 'pain;' to mean not pain hut bread.
Malcolm lis also, and more centrally, right to urge that ":the bodily
location of thoughts is not a meaningful notion." Wi:th approprime
alterations the same applies to sensations. For, although it is true to
say that the throbbing, or the tiekle, or whatever, is wherever the
subject ingenuously indicates that iit is, this truth does not carry the
ümplieation that there is any thing in that position. A famous observation by Descartes drew the attention of philosophersl to the fact that
sensations 'may be feIt as where some lim,b or part of a lim:b miight
have been had that lim:h not been amputated. In our own: time Wittgenstein urged that a whole person,- who had never suffered any
amputation, might and ingenuously without any logic:al impropriety
indic:ate as the feIt position of some sensation a place outside his/her
body. There is, therefore, no con:tradiction in saying that ,she has a
stahbing pain in her leg, while simultaneously suggesrting, either that
the physiological basis of this: sensation is to he found elsewhere, or
even that it has no particular physiological basis ~t all.
But the most this shows is that to he viable an Identity Theory has
to be more careful in stating preciE:ely what the propo8 ed i,de:ntity is
supposed to be between. Thomas Nagel took two of the srteps neeessary
in a paper on 'Physiealism,' read to the American P'hilosophieal Associaition, Paoific Division, in 1964, and first published, in a revised
version, in the Philosophical Review (VoL LXXIV, 1965). Nagel said:
"But if the two sides of the identity are not asensation and a brain
proeess, but n1y having a eertain sensation or thought and m.y body's
being in a eertain physical s1:ate, then they will both he going on in
the slame plaee,--namely, wherever I (and my body) happen 1:0 be
. . . even if ·a pain is loeated in my right shin, I am ha:ving that pain
in my office at the university" (p. 218: Nagel's itaIics) .
This proposal requires not one but two amendments to the position
often, whether rightly or wrongly, attributed to U. T. Plaee, J. J. C.
Smart, and David Armstrong. In the first plaee, we have to be both
explicit and oonsistent in maintaining that on the one side we have a
person and that person's s:tates of conseiousness:
1

"the psychologioal term of the identity must be the person's
having a pain lin his shin rather than the pain iitself, because
although it is undeniahle that pains exist and people have them,
it is also clear that this deseribes a condition of one entity,
the person, rather than the relation between two enrtities:, a
person and a pain. F'or pains to ex~st i's for people to have
them. This seemls to me perfectly obvious, despite the innoVot V, No. 2, Jan./Apr. 1974
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cent suggestions of our language to the oOIlltrary (p. 216:
italics original).

It is here! that I refer hack to Descartes, for i:t was he who set the
modern psycho-physical problem, eonceived aSi the problem, of charae"
terizing the relations or laok of relations between consc[ousnessl and
stuf!. He never himself lost his grasp on the point which to Nagel seems
obvious. But his contention that states of conSiciousness, are not, and
could not be, states of anything corporeal, has provided (and continues
to provide) support for the notion that such states arel ithelmlselves, in
Nagel's Isense, entities: logical suhs:tances, that is, defined as whate:ve:r
~an signifieantly be said to exist separately ailld in its own right'.
Thus, while Descartes himself eontended that all states of conSiciousness ar:e and must he attrihutes of essenrtially inoorporreal subjeats, radicals within the !Slame C:aIites,ian tradition are aptto follow Hume in
attempting todispense with such metaphysical enti:ties by arguing that
people are logical oonstruet:ions out of "looseand separate" fragments
of consciousnessl. It is indeed one of the most striking of an the many
5ltriking paradoxes of the history of ideas \thalt Ryle's "ungnllible Hume,"
Hume the lifelong mortal:ist, Hume "the all-desltroyer," fol1owed uncritically in the steps of such establishment immortaliSits as Descartes,
and Berkeley and Butler hy aecepting altogether wi:thout queSition that
people are essentiaHy inoorporeal. Hume here ,oonfined his ostentatiously radical ehalleillge to the proposition that there are logieal substances for the aotivities and affections of people to be attrihutes of:
There lare some philosophers, who imagine we are every
moment intimately eonscious of whart we call our SE,LIF'....
But setting aside some metarphysieians of this kind, I may
venture to affirm of the rest of mankind t:ha:t they are nothing
hut a bundle or eollection of different perceptionlS . . .
(Treatise I (iv) 6: pp. 251 and 252 in Selhy-B,igge).
The seoondamendment proposed by Nagel involves "m.aking the
physieal side of the identity a eond:itioru of the body ralther than a
oondition of the brain." His reason for propos:ing this is thart he is
"douhtful thait anything without a hody of some oonventional sort
oould be the subjeat of ps~chologic:al Sitatels" (p. 217). He thus accepts
Maloolm's objection against Smart:
Cou1d a bra,in have thoughts, illusions, or pains? The senselessuesSi of the supposition seem:s so ohv:ious that I find i:t
ha~d to ta~el it seriously. N:o expelriment could eSitahlish this
result for a brain. Why not? The fundamental reason is: thaJt
a hrain ,does not slUffieiently resem.ble a human heing (pp.
179-80: Maloolm's italies) .
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lido not in general dissent. But there is ,a very senous ground for
nnease in the particular case of pains. We cannot be itoo eareful to
avoid making amistake such as was made by all those C,artesians who
denied consciousness to any of the brutes. This misrtake licensed, even
if it did not in fact have the effeot of eneouraging, unlimited cruelty
to non-hum;an animals, on rthe formally decisive, hut suhstantively
erroneous, grounds that it is im;possible to be either cruel or kind to
ereatures incapable of any mode of eonsciousness. We musrt not by any
philosophicalargument weaken, however slightly, what m,ay already
be inadequate inhibitions on stimulating brains and other nervous
tissues preserved in vitro; 'and be in fac:t, like the Cartesians ahourt the
brntes, wrong.
A seoond suggestion is thcut we ought to retain on thephysical side
O[ the alleged identity some referenoe to the brain and to the central
nervous system in general. Thereare good phi1osophic:al reasons for
abandoning the exclusive ooncentration upon these. But there are equally
good scientific reasons both for menrtioning them and for allowing that
their functioning is contingently dependent on that of the rest of the
organism. All these claims cau he met by a formulaltion which speaks
of the person/s body (or, better, the person), and particul:arly his/her
hrain or central nervous system, being in such and sucha (physical)
condition. Whether we should speeify particularly the brain or the
whole central nervous system, must, pre3um ably, depend hO/th on the
findings of the physiologists and on which particu1ar mode of consciousness is presently under diseussion.
Onee the mental and the physical stides of the alleged idenrtity have
both been adjusted along the lines suggested by Nagel, the first of the
two objections presented by Maleolm loses its force. Yet nO/thing oould
show more clearly the strength and the durability of Ithe C,artesian
framework than the facts (1) tha:t supporters of an Identity Theory
have so often exposed thmnselves to decisive falsification by this objection,and (2) that their opponenrts have equally orf:ten found [it obviou:s
that the same objection musrt be correspondingly decisive against any
,alternative token of that theory type.
That supporters have exposed themiselves in this way is easily proved.
The landmark paper by U. T. Ptace, "181 C:onsciousness a B,rain P'rocess?"
first published in British Journal 01 Psychology (VoL XLVII, 1957),
begins: "The thesis tha:t oonseiousness isa procesSi in the hrain is put
forward as a reasonable scientifie hypO/thesis, not to be dismissed on
logical groundsalone" (p. 42). Herhert F'eigl, ,in his "Mind-Body, not
a Pseudo-Problem," first published in Dimensioins 01 Mind, edited by
Sidney Hook (New York: New York University plress, 1960), writes:
"Certain neurophysiologieal terms denote (refer to) the very same
events that are also denoted (referred to) by certain phenomenail terms.
The identifieation of the objects of this twofold rerferenee is of oourse
1
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logically contingent . . ." (p. 38).
In his "Sensations and Brain p'rocesses," first published in Philosophical Review (Vol. LXVII, 195), J. J. C. Smart does talk of people
reporting that they have after-images and so on. Yet when he turns
tomeet the objection that "The after-image is not in physical space.
The brain proeess is," Smart replies : "This is an ignoratio elenchi. I
am not arguing that the after-image is a brain process, but that the
experience of having an after-,image is a brain proc:ess" (p. 61).
Smart's reply is as exposed 1,0 the spatial objection as the theses of
Place and Feigl. For the word 'experience' is surely one of Feigl's
"phenomenal terms," while "the experiencer of having an after-image"
is certainly a mode of consciousness. It makes no sense to ask where
the experienoe, the consciousness, iS,as opposed to where the person is
who either enjoys or suffers that experience, that eonsciousness.
It is again easy, butalso worthwhile, to provide further illustrations
of the fact that opponents: have often found it obvious that the spatial
objection must be decisive. In "Could Mental States be Brain Processes?" first published in the Journal 01 Philosophy (Vol. LVIII, 1961),
Jerome Shaffer begins by distinguishing C (onsciousness) -states from
B(rain) -processes. He: concludes: "The fact that it makes no sense to
speak of C-states oecurring in a volume oc:c:upied by a brain m.eans that
the Identity-Theory eannot be: correc:t" (p. 115).
Shaffer then proceeds to consider Smart's suggestion that "We may
easily adopt a convention . . . whereby it would m,ake sense to talk
of an experience in terms: appropriate to a physical process" (p. 62).
Shaffer on this point concludes: "There is nothing in the way we teach
the use of C-state expreSisions that rules out their having spatial loca·
tion. . . . So we can adoot an additional rule that would allow ug, to
locate C,-states in space" (p. 118). The intereSit of this conclusion for
us is that Shaffer has overlooked that his C.-states are not logical substances, not what Nagel would eaU entities. It surely cannot be right
to substantialize C,-states by trying to provide them. with locations
logically independent of the loeations of the logical substances of which
they 'are states. In essaying this Shaffer em·barks upon an ill-starred
neo·Humian "bOlId attempt." He is sufficiendy the orthodox Cartesian
not to attribute C·states to persons of flesh and blood, while he is at
the same time enough ofa radic:al to want to subsrtantialize these states
nather than to allow them to be states of incorporeal subjects.
Yet it is one of Shaffer's critics, Robert Cüburn, jn "Shaffer on the
Identity of Mental States and Brain ProceSises," fir~t published in the
Journal 01 Philosophy (Vol. LX, 1963), who provides a still more
bizarre illustration of the strength and persistence of the Cartesian
framework. For Coburn objeots against the Smart-Shaffer proposal: that
"the idea that something shouJfl be going o~ in such and such a place,
and yet that one person should occupY an intrinsically privileged episl
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telnological position Vls-a-VIS that occurrence, is prima /acie absurd";
(p. 132).
It is important not to confound this objection rto the idea that Cstates might be spatially located with another urged against Smiart, by
Kurt Baier, in "Smart on Sensations," first published in the Australasian Journal 0/ Philosophy (Vol. XL" 1962). Baier's oontention bears
directly not on the idea of the spatiallocation of C,-statesl but on SmraIit's
fundamental identification:
Smart is . . . wrong in thinking that illitrospeotive: reports
leave open the question whether they are reports of som.ething
private or of something publie; hence: in thinking that they
leave open the question whether or not they are reports OIf
something irreducibly psychic; henee in thinking that there
i5 room for the "metaphysical disoovery" that sensations are
identicalwith brain proceSises (p. 105).
It is, rtherefore, Coburn and not Baier who has exposed himself to
devastating rejoinders. Not merely is it not the cas~! that "the idea
that something should be going on in sueh and such a place,allid yet
that one person should OOCUPY :au intrinsically privileged epistemologirCal position vis-a-vis that oc:currenee, is prima /acie ahsurd," hut it is
the case thart erverything ahout which anyone eould be said rto "oceupy
an inrtrinsically privileged episrtemological position?' is something which
goes on in such and such a place. For sueh episrtemologieal privilege
i8 hy common eonsenit, lif it exisrts at all, the prerogative of people
having sensations, and so on. And sormeone's: having sensations, and so
on, is something which goes on, and could go on, only wherever thai
person happens to be situated. That Coburn should thuSi insist that
whalt appears :to constitute a truth o:f logie "is prima /acie ahsu:rd" can
be explained only in terms of a deep though rtacit Ciartesian conviction
that modes of consciousness e:annot ever be attrihuted as they always
are and mllst be--to beings which are essentially eorporeal, and hence
essentially spatial.
1
,

*

*

*

2. Maleolm's seeond objection againSit Smart runs: "A thought
flequires circumlstances or, in Wit:tgenstein's word, 'surnoundingsl' (Umgebung). PuttJing a crown on a man's head is a coronation' only in
certain cireumstances. The behavior of exclainling 'lOh, I have not
put out the milk bottles,, or the behavior of Siuddenly jumping up,
rushing to the kitchen, colleoting the hottles and carrying them outside-such hehavior expresses the thought that one has not put out the milk
hottles only in certain circumstances" (p. 176: Maloolm's italics) .
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This tao :is, I think,a deeisive objeetion againSiI: the thesis that
particular thoughts, in the presenrt everyday and quite untechnical
sense of the word 'thought', might be identified with particular ongoings
in the brain. But, once again, it is nort the whole story. Maleolm, it
will be remembered, Sitarted to take iissue with "the claim, that mental
events or conscious experien:ees or' inner experienc:es are brain: proeess:es." He then complaiined: "These expressions arel almost exclusively
phHosophers'terms, and I am not sure that I have gort the hang of
any of them." So he chose 'to "concentrate on the particular example
of sudden thoughts."
I will not resist the temptation to mention: thart the Master was not
afflieted with this insuffieienc:y of understanding when he wrote, in the
Investigations : "The feeling of an un:bridge:able gulf between consciousness and bralin-proeess: how doeSi it come about that this does
not come into the considerations of our ordinary life?" (§412, pp. 124
and 124E). But what has to be notioed is the piresent relevance of
the introduction by Descartes of his peculiar sen~e of 'thought', and
rthe oorresponding criterion of the mental. Thus in P'rinciple IX of
Part I of the Principles 0/ Philosophy he explains: "By the word
'thought' I understand all thait of which we are conscious as operating
in uso And that is why not alone understanding, willing, imagining, but
also feeling,arehere the same thing as thought. For if I say I see,
or I walk, I therefore am, and if by 'seeing' and 'walking' I mean the
action of my eyes or my legs, whieh ,is the work of my body, my
conclusion is not ahsolutely eertain. . . . But if I mean only '10 talk
of my sensation, or my conseiously seeming to see or Ito walk, it
becomes quite true because my assertion now refers only to my
rn:ind. . . ." (Haldane and Ross transllation, Val. I p. 22'2).
This new definition makes the word 'thought' emhraee an modes oI
consciousness; and the Cartesian criterion of the mental is:, consequently,
oonsciousnesSi. What, therefore, Deseantes officially means by 'thought'
and 'mental events' is just "conscious experiences or inner experiences."
But, as we ought to expeot when SOimeone presc:ribes: a new usage
whieh goes so much against the grain of entre:nched verbal habits,
he himself w'as among the first to mistake w:hat isand is not implied
hy thc ward in its new as opposed to its old meaning. The most
interesting ex,ample of such a lapse from his freshly embraeed principles is provided by the treatment in Part VI of the Discourse of
what we have learut to caU The Problem of Other Minds. In this
phrase we today eonstrue the word 'mind' in a strictly Cartesian way.
It is for us the problen1 of how we know that other people have
"eonscious experienees or inner experie:nces." But when the fount and
origin himself inquired how, suppoSling we were to be confronted with
"'machines which bore a resemhlauee to our hody ,ClJnd imitated our
aations as {ar ,as it w:as morally possible to do so," we could "recogThe Journal
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nize that, for aB that, they were not real lnen," his "two very certain
tests" for the controlling presence of minds were tests: of rationality,
with no reference to the sitipulated crux of consciousness (Ibid., Pi. 116).
The relevance of aB this-lies in the fact that the Identity Th~ory was
originally developed to serve as a solution to the C:artesian psychophysical problem; the problem, that is again, of the relations or lack
of relations hetween consciousness and stuf!. It should, however, cause
no s:urpr~se that both proponents and opponents have from timlei 'to time
forgotten the limitations determined by the official C:artesian definition
of 'thought' and the official C,artesian criterion of the mental. Maleolm
as an opponent so lapses when, after announcing that he has perhaps
not "got the hang of" talk about "conscious experiences or inner
experiences," he chooses "to concentrate on the example of sudden
thoughts." And, as we shall see in a moment, Smart as a proponent,
especially when oarried away by his own wider ideologieal aspirations,
gives some oecasion for Malcolm's misunderstanding.
But M,alcolm is, as I have agreed already, ahsolutely right in urging
that, in the ordinary as opposed to the Cartesian sense, "A thought
requires circumsrtances. . . ." And, just as in different circumstances
"the thought that oue has not put out the m,ilk bottles" invo:lves different behaviour, so in different circumstances and in different people
thrut same thought involves or is accompanied by different "inner
experiences," and maybe sometimes by none at alle The moral is that
an Identity Theorist must not claim that a person's having such and
such a thought just is that person's being in such and such a physiological oondition, and in particular his brain's being in such and suoh
a eondition. That road is definitively closed by what M'alcolm says.
The Identity Theorist, as such, ought not to say anything direetly ahout
thoughts, in the ordinary sense of 'thought', Insltead he should attend
to all but only "conseious experiences"; all but only what I have
sometimes alternatively ealled müdes of consciousness. This class will,
of course, include aB the "inner experiences" which are fOT different
people and in different circumstane~s involved in having thoughts, in
that same ordinary but more complex sense of 'thought'.
Proponents of the Identity Theory usually start with and emphasize
the C,artesian psycho-physieal problem, narrowly eonsrtrued. But then,
like Descartes himself, they tend to move, without fully appreciating
that they are making a move, and a very hig move indeed, to a quite
different and much more wide-ranging interpretation üf 'thought' and
'the mental'. Feigl provides in a single sentence a text book example
showing how quickly and how innocently this enormous and unfortunate shift may be effected: "The crucial and central puzzle of the
mind-body problem, at least since Descartes, hasl consisted in the
challenge to render an adequate aceount of the relation of the 'raw
feels,' as weIl as of other mental facts (intentions, thoughts, volirtions,
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desires, ete.) to the corresponding neurophysiological processes" (p. 35) .
Both Plaee and Smart begin in the same plaee, as i8 indicated by
the titles of their first statements of the Identity Theory. These were,
respectively, "ls Consciousness a B'r!ain Process?" and "Sensations and
Blrain Proeesses." But Smart is also, very explicitly and very properly,
conoerned with issues of world-outIook: the dehate over the Idenrtity
Theory iis for hirn a vital battle on the ideological front. (I suspect
that this is true also of Maloolm, although he is much leSis fortheoming
ahout such matters.) It will be helpful to distinguish, as perhaps Smart
himiSelf does not always do, two different ideologieal aspirations. One
is materialism, specified by Smart as "the theory that there fis nothing
in the world over and above those entities which are postulated by
Physics" (p. 159). The other is some,thing whieh, sympathetieally
parodying Chinese del1unciations of "the New Tsars", I label "Great
Physicist imperialism."
For anyone who aceepts the anti-CiarteSlian pr'ineiples of the present
paper the only im,mediately relevant difficulty ahout the former is likely
to be that arising from Sm,art's insistence upon speeifying materialism
in tern1S of "those entities which are pOEltulated by Physics." Will the
fact that persons and other possible subjeets of consciousness are seen
to be essentially corporeal be suffic:ient to satisfy Smart's ontological
requiremel1lts? If not, then his materialism, unlike, say, the paradigm
materialism; of Hohbes 2 , is itself one more manifestation of what I
characterize abusively as Great Physicist imperialism.
What this is, is the demand thatall explanation is, or ought to be,
ultimately phys~c:al; and if, as I fear, the more stringenrt interpretation
of Smart's ma:terialism is oorreet, then all approved entities must be
simiilarly reducible. Smart wTites: "I am eoncerned to deny rthat in the
world there are non-physical entitiesand non-physical laws. In partieular 1 wish to deny the doctrine of psycho-physieal dualism. (I also
want to deny any theory of 'emergent properties' since irreducibly nonphysioal properties are just about as repugnant to me as are irreducibly
non-physical entities.)"A footnote to the second sentence quoted re·
marks: "That Strawson's view is essentially dualisrtie can be seen from
the faet that headmits that disemhodied exisitenee is- logieally compatible with it" (p. 160).
This note is significant. Flor in trU!th, sinee: Strawson generally insists
that the pOSisibility oE attributing two fundamentally different kinds of
predicates is essential to the unitary concept of aperson, this concession
is better seen aSi an aberrant postscript than as a final revelation of an
ultimate ontological dualism. That Smart sees it as hedoes suggests
that he shares the Cartesian inability to aacept that one and the same
subject rn:ay carry two fundamenrtally different kinds of predicate. The
consequent fear üf ontologic:al inflation if he admits such different
kinds of predicate i8, presumably, one of the reasons why for SmartT he Journal
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as has often heen remarked-one of the two terms of thealleged identity appears to disappear in favor of the other. Experiences are really
a special class of brain processes. Yet even these special brain processes
are not really experiences.
Equally-as has not been noticed so often-in part because of this
vicarious impe~ialism on behalf of the physicistsr-it is that rthe first
term of the identity is taken to embrace a whole lot more than "inner
experiences." He says:
even though love may elude teSit-tubes, it does not elude ma.terialis:tic metaphysics, sinee it ean he analyzed as a pattern of
bodily behavior or, perhapsbetter, as the internal state of
the human organism that aceounts for this behavior (p. 160).
Yet even when all this has been said about Smart's wider conoerns,
and about horw his Great Physicist imperialism. conSititutes: one motive
for over-extending the scope of the Identity Theory, I still remain a
little perplexed about just what is the sort of reduction to physics
which he hopes to achieve, and why. F·or he seems alt least part of the
ti!me to concede thaJt talk about "inner experienees" (and presumably
also talk ahout motives and purposes and intentions) is legitim1ate,
and is not logically reducible to talk ahout physiology, much less to
talkahout "those entities which are postulated by physics," presum:ably
not including persons. But oonceding this legitimaey, and if suoh logieal
reduction is impossible, then the explanation of conduet in terms of
the motives of agents must be other than physieal explanation and not
logically reduaihle to it3 •
On the orther hand Smart apparently cannot rest content wirth the
80rt of ontological reduotion which is nlanifested when we insist that
"rthere could not he . . . nations without nationals" (p. 167). For we
oan certainly allow, and allow without making any reckless claims on
hehalf of Physics: both that people have emergent characteristics, in
the sense tha:t things can significantly and truly he said abourt people
whichoould neither be signifieantly said, nor logically re:duced to what
'Could significantly be said, either ahout the organs in a human organism" or even ahout any orther whole orgallJism at a suhstantially lower
evolutionary level; and that the:re could no more be insrtantiations of
these various emergent charaeteristics without there heing the appropriate flesh and blond organisms for the:m to characterize, than there
could he foothall or cricket teams and displays of teamiwork and team
spirit without any corporeal players.

*

*

*

I have in thispaper considered only two arguments against the
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Tdentity Theory, and the an1endments necessary to meet these objections. There are many other OIbjections which also need to be considered and, if possible, met. For instance, there is tha:t of B'aier mentioned
here only todistinguish it from another, offered by Coburn. But I
miay perhaps end hy saying that the Identity Theory alS it emerges from
the present con:sideration does now seem to POSiSeiSiSi a simplioity, a
plausibility, ,and even an linevitability, which for me at least it never
had before.
The claim now is that for a person to be enjoying or suffering some
mode of eonsoiousness just lis for that person,and in particular his
brain and c:entral nervous system generally, to be in such and such. a
physiologic:al state. To the suggestion that this equation lis inooherent,
heoause the person in question has privilegedacoess to the "inner
experiences," whereas there is no such privilege w1ith r:egard to the
physiological states, I am, inclined to reply with oomplacency: "But of
oourse, that person is the person who is actually ellljoying, or suffering;
and of course YOll cannot enjoyhis enjoyment or sruffer his suffering.
You can only enjoy or suffer your (perhaps similar) enjoyments and
sufferings."
ANTONY FLEW

The University oj Reading

FOOTNOTES
1 This indispensable idea of substancer (logical) is pel'haps best explained
with the help of famous passages from Alice's Adventures in W onderland and
Through the Looking Glass. See my An Introdwction to Western Philosophy
(Londo'll and IndianapoHs: Thames and Hudson, and Bobbs-Merrill, 1971).

21f you have never come across the staternen t oI total metaphysical materialism in Chapter 46 of Leviathan you will be glad to read it here. Others may
relish reading it again: "The world (1 mean not the earth only, that denominates
the lovers oI it worldly men, but the universe, that is, the whole mass ofall things
that are) ie corporeal, that is to say, body; and hath the dimensions of magnitude,
namely length, breadth and depth. Also every part of body is likewise body, and
hath the like dimensions; and consequently every part of the universe is body;
and that which is not body is no part of the universe. And because the universe
is all, that which is no part of it is nothing; and, consequently, l1owhere" (SpeIling and punctuation modernized).

31 have attempted a non-reductionist, yet still in a Hobbesian sense radically materialist, account of man as 'A Rational Anima!' in Brain and Mind, J. R.
Smythies (Ed.) (London and New York: Routledgeand Kegan Paul, and Rumanities Press, 1965). 1 wonder what more than an account of this sort Smart
wants, and why.
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